Navigating Healthcare in Chennai:
A Caretaker’s Handbook
Foreword

Chennai, a city that pulsates with life, is not only the cultural and economic heart of Tamil Nadu but also a hub of hope and healing for countless individuals from across our nation. Every year, a multitude of people embark on journeys of resilience, determination, and courage, traveling to Chennai in search of medical treatment that can change their lives. Among them are those from other districts of Tamil Nadu and many from different corners of India.

These journeys, marked by both hope and uncertainty, often leave patients and caregivers feeling lost in the labyrinthine alleys of this sprawling metropolis. The challenges they encounter are myriad, from finding suitable accommodations to accessing reliable transportation, securing proper nutrition, and seeking emotional support through counseling. For those new to this vibrant city, the unfamiliarity can be daunting.

It is with great pleasure that we present “Navigating Health-care in Chennai: A Caretaker’s Handbook.” This resource book has been meticulously crafted to serve as a guiding light for those who undertake the often complex and overwhelming journey of seeking medical care in Chennai.

Within the pages of this handbook, you will find a wealth of information, not only about accommodation options but also transportation, nutrition, counseling, and a multitude of social and psychological support avenues. Our aim is simple yet profound: to bridge the gap in knowledge that often accompanies such journeys and to ease the path for patients and caregivers alike.

As a leading medical crowdfunding platform in India, we understand that healthcare extends beyond the walls of a hospital. It encompasses the entire journey, from the moment you leave your home to seek care until the moment you return, healed and whole. We extend our heartfelt gratitude to the many individuals, organizations, and institutions in Chennai who have contributed to this handbook. Their collective expertise and generosity have transformed this booklet into a valuable resource for anyone seeking healthcare in this vibrant city.

To all those who find themselves on the path of healthcare in Chennai, we want you to know that you are not alone. As we present “Navigating Healthcare in Chennai: A Caretaker’s Handbook,” may it serve as a companion on your journey, illuminating the way and providing you with the tools you need to navigate the complex terrain of healthcare in this city. In times of doubt, may it offer clarity, and in times of need, may it provide solace. Together, let us make this journey a bit easier, a bit more manageable, and a bit more hopeful.
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Accommodation

Nonprofits, Foundations, Trusts Offering Accommodations in Chennai

Cankids Home-Away-from-Home

9 units that provide out-of-station families with affordable, child-appropriate stay during treatment.

GRN SARVESH, New no.100, Old, 5, S W Boag Rd, T. Nagar, Chennai - 600017

94440 96660

A low daily rate for the families to pay, and a waiver mechanism exists for families unable to pay.

Services they offer

- Kitchen kit
- School kit
- Room kit
- Transportation services for hospital-to-home travel, covering both local and interstate routes

Good to know

There are school activities, entertainment, celebrations and therapeutic activities.
Nonprofits, Foundations, Trusts Offering Accommodations in Chennai

**Can-Nest Home-away-from-home**
A short-stay home for pediatric cancer patients and their families who travel from outside of Chennai city to comply with regular treatment requirements.

10/19, Halls Road, Egmore, Chennai - 600 006 (Near ICH hospital)
044 26144560

Who can call?
Only caretakers of child patients at ICH hospital

Free

**St. Jude India Child Care Centre**
Third Floor, Ganesan Office Complex, Old No. 97 & New, 197, Peter’s Rd, Royapettah, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600014
+91 022 6666 3152

Who can call?
Caretaker of child patients below 15 years of age traveling from rural or semi-urban areas undergoing treatment at Sri Ramachandra, Adyar Cancer Hospital, Apollo Cancer Hospital, and ICH.

Services
- Rations on a weekly basis
- Cooking station for each family
- Cupboard for storage
- Shared kitchen facilities with vessels and kitchen tools
- Common bathrooms and hygienic toilets
- Laundry area

Free

**Deshratna Dr. Rajendra Prasad Memorial Trust**
Rajendra Babu Bhawan, 17, Damodaran Street, (opp to Stella Maris College, Cathedral Road) Gopalapuram, Chennai - 600086
044 - 45028893

Who can call?
Bihar families who are patients/caretakers at Sankara Nethralaya Eye Hospital.

Free

**Sri Guru Nanak Sat Sangh Sabha**
No 127 A, GN Chetty Road, T Nagar, Chennai - 600017
044- 28343509 / 6379468116

AC Room Rs 1100, Non AC Rs 500
(Cost inclusive of breakfast, lunch and dinner.)

**The Bengal Association**
29, Giri Road, T Nagar, Chennai - 600017
044 48541213 / 9840012880

Bath Attached Rs 900, Non-Bath Rs 700

Free

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Nonprofits, Foundations, Trusts Offering Accommodations in Chennai

**Namma Dharmasala by Sri Matha Trust**

95/6, Rams Apartment, 2nd Main Road, Gandhi Nagar, Adyar, (Opp. to Thirukkural Unavagam), Chennai - 600 020

94440 01065, 93810 20727, 90032 47857

Who can call:
Underprivileged cancer patients from outside Chennai

**Services:**
- Good quality vegetarian meals three times a day
- Tea and snacks are served before Breakfast and in the evening
- New clothes during festival times
- Free funding for medicine for patients in need

**Free**

**Sunshine Aftercare Centre**

Guild of Service, 18 Casa Major Road, Egmore, Chennai 600008

044 2819 4828

**Services:**
- Exclusively for post-Bone Marrow transplant children
- Two rooms for children and their mothers during a 3-4 month recovery and hospital follow-up period

**Good to know:**
Basket weaving training offered to interested mothers for potential income during their stay and after returning home

**Free**

**Shree Radha Krishna Business Centre Stay Home**

No.80/141 Thousand Lights - Greams Road Lane (opposite to BSNL Teleshoppe building) Chennai- 600006

044- 2829 7700, 81229 89640 or 9841433072

Who can call?
Any caretakers and their families

Host can speak Tamil, Hindi and Bengali

**Services**
- 24 hour water supply
- A/C and Non A/C accommodation
- Cooking facilities
- TV
- Attached bath
- Lift

**₹**
- Double bed from Rs 700
- Triple bed from Rs 800
- Four beds from Rs 1000
- AC + 500

**Good to know**
Minimum 3 days prior booking. Urgent needs considered as per availability

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.

Rent a Bike Anywhere from Chennai
Call SGA Motorcycle Rentals @ 9952100400, 8939768855, 984056317

For 24 hr Bike/Car Rental with No Security Deposit
Call Work Town Rentals @ 6381689749, 6380242172

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Accommodations Around Apollo Children’s Hospital, Thousand Lights

**The Appolo Regency Serviced Apartments**
- #4/26, Wallace Garden 3rd Street, Thousand Lights (Near Apollo Main Hospital), Chennai - 600 006
- 89399 30013, 98418 12345
- Host can speak Tamil, English, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic
- **Services**
  - 1-bedroom apartment with a living room
  - 1 double bed and 1 sofa bed
  - Fully equipped kitchen and bathroom
  - Car rental service
- ₹ From ₹3000

**The Suitable Living Home**
- No 8/2, Pankara Arokiam Street, Mackeys Garden, Greams Road, Chennai- 600006
- 98404 33261, 98841 64445
- Host can speak Tamil, English, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic
- ₹ From ₹2500

**Silver Homes**
- No 1 Gulam Abbas Alikhan, 1st street, Thousand lights, Chennai - 600 006
- 9176175522
- Ac rooms from ₹1500

**Modern Villa Service Apartment**
- 12/1, Gulab Abbas, 4th Street, Model School Road, Thousand Lights, Chennai - 600 006
- 98404 33261, 98841 64445
- Host can speak Tamil, English, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic
- **Services**
  - Fully furnished 1bhk,
  - Fully furnished 2bhk
  - Fully furnished 3bhk
- ₹ Starts from ₹2500

Looking for Hassle-Free Ticket Booking?
Call Bongobandhu Tours & Travels
@ 8480925187, 9182153514, 7418517050

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Accommodations around Apollo Cancer Centre, Teynampet

**Senthil Lodge**
- Ratna Nagar, 2nd street, Alwarpet, Chennai
- Phone: 9840203147
- Rs 900 per day including gas, stove and 2 beds

**Kumar Lodge**
- Ratna Nagar, 2nd street, Alwarpet, Chennai
- Phone: 9840379657, 9952072122
- Rs 900 per day including gas, stove and 2 beds

For Air Ticket Booking, Money Exchange, Room Booking call **Assam Tours & Travels** @ 7002218068, 7002424506

For Currency Exchange call **Kumar Forex Private Limited** @ 98840 79031

For wholesale prices and a minimum discount of 20% on anti-cancer drugs (Free home delivery, courier service) call **Life Apollo Pharmacy** @ 8056151887, 9940654865

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Accommodations around Kanchi Kamakoti Child Trust Hospital, Nungambakkam MGM Healthcare, Aminijikarai Sankara Nethralaya, Nungambakkam

**Cozy Inn**
1, Nageshwara Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600034 (Near Child Trust Hospital, behind Hotel Taj Coromandel)

9884709781, 044-45490348

**Services**
- Customized fresh meals
- Fully furnished 2 bhk, 3 bhk, and 4 bhk rooms
- Amenities - AC/Non-AC, TV, in-house laundry, and WiFi
- Self-cooking enabled, dining, & kitchen spaces

₹ From ₹1000 - 2500

**Orchild Blu Service Apartment**
Arunodhaya, No 5 Jaganathan Road, Nungamabakkam High Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600034

044 42032055, 9500175141

**Services:**
- Complimentary breakfast
- WiFi
- Laundry
- On-call doctor
- Travel help
- Gym
- Kitchen pantry
- Food delivery

₹ • Deluxe single ₹2000 + tax
• Deluxe double ₹2500 + tax
• Extra Person ₹500 + tax

**The Service Apartment**
No 7, 6th street, Dr. Thirumurty Nagar, Nungambakkam, Chennai - 34 ([Near Child Trust Hospital, behind Hotel Taj Coromandel])

044- 64624252, 64621232, 9094001122

**Services**
- Kitchen
- Laundry
- Doctor on call
- Wifi
- 24 hour security
- 24 hour hot and cold water
- Car rental
- Travel assistance
- Power backup
- Housekeeping

₹ • Single Studio ₹1600
• Double Studio ₹2000
• Extra bed ₹500

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Accommodations around Rainbow Children’s Hospital, Guindy

**Sai Plaza Guest House**
18, Anna Salai, Little Mount, Saidapet, Chennai - 600015
044-22351344
 ₹ 1300 per day (Non-AC); ₹ 13,000 for 15 days.

**Stay Well Guest House**
2, Anna Salai, Little Mount, Saidapet, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600015
044-22200410
 Non-AC ₹1300 per day; ₹13000 for 15 days

**Hotel Sangamithra**
26, Anna Salai, Little Mount, Saidapet, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600015
098400 17232
(Non-AC) ₹1300 per day; ₹13000 for 15 days

Accommodations around Gleneagles Global Hospital, Perumbakkam

**Sekaran Aura Rooms**
No 383, IP Nagar, Global Hospital Main Road, Perumbakkam, Chennai - 60010
9566257627

**Cost per day**
- Single Room with kitchen: ₹1700 (for 3 persons)
- Single Room without kitchen: ₹1500
- Single Room Non AC: ₹1200
- Double Bedroom: ₹2100 (for 7 persons)

**Weekly Basis**
- Room with kitchen: ₹10000
- Room without kitchen: ₹9000

**Monthly Basis (Laundry Included)**
- Room with Kitchen: ₹36,000 (Separate charges for cylinder, electricity, drinking water)
- Room without kitchen: ₹30,000

**Services**
Basic utensils, induction stove, wheelchair, lift

Call me to deliver medicines at your doorstep, contact Ranbaxy Medical Shop @ 044 2235 2729

Discover free home delivery deals on wheelchairs, walkers and bedpans.
Call Super Medicals @7871051166, 9629951389

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Accommodations around Gleneagles Global Hospital, Perumbakkam

Marina Square
97/98 IP Nagar, 2nd left from Apollo pharmacy (towards Global hospital), Perumbakkam, Chennai - 600100
8072529026, 8838981248
₹ Room with Kitchen for 3 persons: ₹2000
Room for 2 persons (common kitchen): ₹1400

Services
• Free hospital shuttle
• Lift
• Budget-friendly canteen meals

Raahath Residency
Plot no 185, 8th street, IP Nagar, Perumbakkam, Near Global Hospital, Chennai - 100
9087454555, 978986927
• Room for 2 persons: ₹1500
• Room for 2 persons with Kitchen: ₹800
• 3-bedroom with kitchen: ₹2200

Service
Monthly package available

Hi! I'm John, your neighbourhood friend.
I can assist you in arranging translators, sourcing second hand items for your house.
You can call me @ 8072030721.

For translator arrangement, (Hindi, Telugu), International Courier and free delivery of medicines contact
Aditya Pharmacy @7358144469, 7358144468

For money exchange, money transfers, ticket booking, airport pickup with wheelchair arrangements call
SSS Travel Agency @ 7845369369

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Accommodations around Dr. Rela Institute and Medical Centre, Chrompet

**New Chrome**
- 15, CLC Works Road, Chrompet, Chennai - 600044 (Near Balaji hospital & medical college)
- 044 42877476 , 96001 91651
- ₹1400 - ₹1800

**Vishwas Residency**
- 2, 6th Main Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600044
- 9150608035, 9003126933
- From ₹1500
- Services
  - Lift, kitchen, power back with wifi

**7 Star Residency**
- 24, New Colony, Main Road, Chrompet, Chennai - 600044
- 9884720393, 044-22410393
- 2 persons : ₹1500, Extra person : ₹300
- Services
  - 24hr room booking

**Heaven’s Inn**
- 10/5 4th cross street, 4th Main road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600044
- 9988494961
- 2 persons : ₹1500. Monthly : ₹39,000, Kitchen usage : ₹50 per day.

**Raahath Inn**
- 12, plot no 122B, Akshay Plaza, CLC Works Road (opp. Dr. Rela Hospital)
- 72000 40934
- Deluxe - ₹2400, Exclusive ₹3000, Suit - ₹4000

**Padmavathi Inn**
- 19, CLC Works Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600044
- 9080242438
- Services
  - Separate kitchen, TV, Wifi, Car Parking
- From ₹1500

Order medicines Via WhatsApp
- **Allies Pharmacy** @ 6384001504, 044 - 4768 7238

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Second Opinion Expert Consultation

Cankids
Free medical second opinion
94440 96660

Sankalp Beautiful World

Services:
• Expert’s second opinion on treatment recommendations, diagnostics, or clinical exams
• Fast availability (1-3 days after receiving reports and questions)
• Diagnosis confirmation
• More insights about cancer type and stage
• Expert perspectives from various oncology fields (medical, radiation, surgical)
7825 888 000
Free

Icliniq
Medical Second Opinion Platform
99-432-70000

Services:
• Medical Second Opinion Platform
• 3500+ doctors
• 80+ specialities
• 190 + countries
• From the comfort of your home
• 24/7 support
• Expert in Telecommunication
• Health Record Maintenance
• Cost Saving

Navya Care - Expert Treatment Plan in 24 hrs
navya.care
+91 8088887734
English, Hindi

Services:
• Remote access to experts, bypassing travel and queues
• For instance, someone with esophageal cancer might require consultations with a surgeon, a medical oncologist, and a radiation oncologist—all specialized in esophageal cancer
• Facilitating expert collaboration and consensus sparing you from navigating diverse expert suggestions independently

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Institute of Child Health and Hospital for Children

In the heart of Chennai, the Institute of Child Health and Hospital for Children (ICH) stands as a beacon of hope for young patients and their families.

**CMCHIS Cardholders Receive Free Treatment** (Chief Minister’s Comprehensive Health Insurance Scheme)

Inpatients are provided with complimentary milk, eggs, and nourishing meals to support their recovery.

*ICH has a Bone Marrow Transplant (BMT) unit at the Rajiv Gandhi Government General Hospital*

- The Pediatric Hematology Oncology Department at ICH includes a 40-bed unit.
- They extend services beyond Tamil Nadu to neighboring states.
- Services are accessible to families from various socio-economic backgrounds.
- Aims to alleviate the financial burden on parents.

044 2819 2138

---

**FREE TREATMENT PLANS**

- Annual Family Income up to ₹2,50,000
- Under the general category of any hospital.
- Sponsored by charitable organizations
- Referred by partner cancer care NGOs

**PLANS WITH A PROCESSING FEE**

- Annual Income above ₹2,50,000
- International Patients

  - ₹11,500
  - $250

---

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Food and Nutrition Support

Cankids

Services

• Monthly rations are provided to families relocating for treatment due to limited income sources
• Offers resources and hygiene guidance to minimize infections in immunocompromised children

Life Again Foundation

Services

• Provides nutrition to cancer patients receiving treatment at Chennai hospitals serving middle and lower income groups
• Supplies nutritious cooked food to hospitals

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored the information checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.

Education Support

Cankids

Services

• Offer scholarships to cover various educational expenses for cancer survivors and patients in treatment, including school/college admissions, exam fees, uniforms, books, transport, vocational courses, and career counseling
• Provides formal education to children during cancer treatment, preventing educational setbacks and facilitating grade progression upon recovery

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored the information checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Counselling and Rehabilitation Services

‘Can-Stop’ by Sundaram Medical Foundation

4th Avenue, Shanthi Colony, Anna Nagar, Chennai 600040
99410 07688

Services
- Offers holistic counseling services to individuals affected by cancer, including patients, families, and friends
- Organizes awareness programs and screening camps as part of community support for cancer-affected individuals

MITR - Dr Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd

Lifestyle support program for cancer patients
1800-425-0014

Services
- Provides a confidential toll-free helpline offering psychological and emotional support to cancer patients
- Enrolled patients can freely share their emotions, needs, and concerns while also receiving self-care advice

Golden Butterflies Children’s Palliative Care Foundation

Services
Psychosocial support for children and families both at hospitals and home
Old No: 33/1, New No: 26, Unnamalai Ammal Street, North Usman Road, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600017.
87544 48845
Free

Good to Know
They also host the ‘Caregivers Connect Program’ where caretakers of the children can meet other families undergoing the same journey and share their experiences, learn from them and the resource person.

Chennai Pain & Palliative Care Services

#165, MTH road, Villikavam, Chennai - 600 049
+91 99625 20223, +91 98418 55787

Services
- Provides an outlet for patients to express their emotions and feelings
- Assists in identifying the needs of patients and their families
- Empowers both patients and families to discover inner strength and make informed decisions
- Assesses patient pain during every visit, utilizing pain rating scales and clinician expertise
- Supplies essential medical equipment like hospital cots, water beds, air beds, wheelchairs, bedpans, urinals, walkers, and commodes
- Conducts training sessions for volunteers, families, and patients in basic nursing care and infection control
- Offers guidance on nutritional requirements

Disclaimer: No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Online Medicines and Drugs Services

**cancermedicines.in**

**Services:**
- Facilitates access to costly medicines at cost-effective prices for cancer patients across India.
- Offers comprehensive information on medicines specific to each type of cancer, including both brand names and generic names, on their website.
- Provides support to individuals fighting cancer and their families through affordable medicine options.

1800-11-0070 (Mon- Sat, 10am-7pm)

**checkupcancer.com**

Checkup Cancer’ provides generic cancer medicines at low costs.

99625 20223, 98418 5578, 74033 80008

**mrmed.in**

Online pharmacy for super specialty medicines.

89391 69999

**Services:**
- Super Specialty Pharma Experts
- Genuine medicines at Best Price
- On-time Pan India Delivery
- Cold Chain Expert
- Patient Assistance Program (PAP) guidance

**makkalmarunthagam.in**

**Services**
- An allopathic medicine store that offers a wide range of medications, including diabetic, blood pressure, cholesterol, heart wellness, cancer and general medicines.
- Prices are discounted by 30-90% compared to market rates.
- Free door delivery.
- Around 20 stores are in Chennai.

9043904504

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Wigs

Wig Designs International
D-6, 2nd Floor, Doshi Gardens, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026 (Landmark : Opp Vadapalani Bus Stand)
7204482565
- Free for underprivileged children
- Others 20% off on all chemo wigs

The Cherian Foundation
Free wigs, orientation programmes on wig maintenance and usage for patients
044- 4040 4444

Medical Equipments for Rent and Sale

Health Heal
8880004422
healthheal.in

Services
- Air Beds
- Medical cots
- Nebulizers
- Oxygen concentrators
- Suctioning machines
- Wheel chairs

Chennai Medical Guidance Private Ltd
908 048 470491 892 524 3077, (Mon - Sat: 10 AM - 9 PM)
patientguidanceservice.com

Services
Home care services for discharged patients :
- Injections
- Wound dressing
- Ryles tube insertion
- Urinary catheterization, for both short-term and long-term care

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Medical Equipment for Rent and Sale

**Curodoc**

- **8010380380**
- curodoc.com/equipments

**Services**

Rent or buy medical equipments and supplies at your doorstep

**Emergency Situation Assistance**

- Wound dressing
- Feeding through RT
- Injections IVs and IMs
- Catheter and tracheostomy
- Expertise nursing care

**Arrow Health Rental Service**

- **+91 9840681351**
- wheelchairchennai.com

**Services**

- Wheelchair
- Commode wheelchair
- Walkers
- Hospital beds
- Commode cot
- 02 concentrator

**Rent a Cure**

- **+91 74488 80808**
- rentacure.in

**Services**

Rent medical equipment with door delivery and sell used patient care equipment for cash

- All Types of Wheelchairs
- All Types of hospital and Patient beds
- IV Stand
- Powered Stairclimber
- Rehab Equipments (patient home care products, toilet aids, physiotherapy equipment)
- Powered Patient Hoist

---

Disclaimer:

No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Ambulance Services

Flying Squad
8291782917, 7449177777, 8428077777, 8124677777

Services:
• ICU Plus - Highly Sophisticated Ambulance
• Advanced Life Support Ambulance
• Interstate Non Stop Ambulance Service
• Basic Life Support Ambulance
• Air suspension Ambulance
• Emergency Ambulance Service

ICATT Air Ambulance Service
9701111156
Website: icatt.in

Services
• International patient transfer
• Commercial stretcher patient transfer
• Dedicated air ambulance patient transfer
• Planned air transfer
• Carter services

Kasthuri Ambulance Services
09940130510

Available anytime for Chennai and interstate travel

Medintu
9100907036, 9100907622

Services
• Outstation ambulance services
• Roadside Assistance
• Ventilator Ambulance Service
• Ambulance transporting the dead
• Ambulance for Oxygen
• ICU dead body freezer box Ambulance
• Alternating current and non-alternating current Ambulance

Panchmukhi Air & Train Ambulance Services
9955990333

Air Ambulance Hot Line
09955990333, 07763030333, 08809088765, 08521959874 (24/7)

Services
• Air Ambulance
• Medical escort service in train with ICU equipment
• Ground Ambulance (Not more than 300 - 500 kms)

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Blood Banks

Chennai Blood Centre - Plasma blood bank, Single Donor Platelet Centre
☎ 82485 73801, 90947 80580, 99629 97094, 044 4850 4455

Dhanvandri Blood Bank
☎ 044 24310660

Indian Voluntary Blood Bank
☎ 044 2596 5596

Lions Blood Bank
☎ 044 28414949, 044 24767637

Red Cross Blood Bank
☎ 044 28554548, 044 28554425, 044 28554117, 044 24980971

Rotary Blood Bank
☎ 044 22422639

Rotary Central TTK VHS Blood Bank
☎ +91 044 22542829

Sree Venkateswara Blood Bank
☎ 044 25960226, 9841067775

Datri Blood Stem Cell Donors Registry
A wide and diverse database of potential Blood Stem Cell Donors that can be accessed by any patient, living anywhere in the world, in need of a Blood Stem Cell Transplant
☎ Ms. Gayathri Shenoy - 9108792147
Email ID : gayathri.s@datri.org

Jeevan Stem Cell Foundation
☎ 044 28263113, 43504246

Online
Friends2support.org (app available)

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
One-Stop Medical Services

Exhausted from dealing with multiple service providers? No worries. We are here to provide holistic support.
Call Chennai Medical Services @ +91 7358121453 / 8122787890

Services

- Treatment Enquiry Reply
- Best Specialist Selection
- Second Medical Opinion
- Medical Visa Invitation
- Treatment Plan & Costing
- Doctor Appointment
- Airport/Railway/ pickup & drop
- Medical Guide /Attendant
- Wheelchair Walker
- Multi Language Translator
- Emergency Admission
- Health Checkup Packages
- Best Diagnostic Lab Test
- Quickest Medicine Courier
- Ambulance Service
- Emergency Blood Arrange
- Homecare for patient (Nurse, Physiotherapist, Doctor)

Hello Makkale, we are a team of auto drivers in Tamil Nadu. We help you get an Autorickshaw at your convenience! No fluctuating charges! No hidden fees!
Download TN Meter Auto now!

Disclaimer:
No entity mentioned here has sponsored. The information is checked at the time of publication and is subject to change.
Milaap is India’s most trusted crowdfunding platform. The core belief in the inherent compassion of people drives the mission. Leveraging technology, the platform made online giving seamless and transparent. Anyone in India, regardless of their background, can create a fundraiser on Milaap. It allows people to quickly share their needs with an extensive online community and raise funds safely, transparently, and efficiently.

Our crowdfunding platform charges NO fees.

Through Milaap, people come together to make a significant and lasting impact on countless lives, promoting the spirit of giving and community well-being.

For assistance and more information on Milaap, please use the information below:

feedback@milaap.org
9916174848
milaap.org

Milaap app - fundraise and donate seamlessly!

Set up and manage your fundraiser or donate to different causes from your mobile at anytime and from anywhere.

Scan the QR Code to download the app.

857,000+ Fundraisers
96 lakhs + Donations
Rs. 2400 Crores + Raised

857,000+ 96 lakhs + Rs. 2400 Crores +
Fundraisers Donations Raised